To the Committee Secretary,

I am writing to you in regards to the No Jab No Play legislation and how it is a direct violation of our human rights as parents, in particular:

The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights

International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights

The Convention on the Rights of the Child

It is our human right to have choice of what medicinal or surgical procedures are given to us and our children.

3. It is common knowledge and widely accepted that all medical interventions have risks. This is why before any medical procedure we are asked to consent and not coerced into a procedure that we do not feel comfortable with.

Unfortunately, the new proposed vaccination legislation alienates a child/parent into accepting something they are not comfortable with.

The parent is actively made to feel pressured to vaccinate their child through negative attacks. The new legislation not only adds to the negativity towards these parents but punishes the child who is innocent in all of this.

4. If this law is passed do we not have a right to have a Vaccine Court as they do in America established in 1986 under the National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act?

Yours Sincerely

Georgia Capuana